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ABSTRACT
Context. Binarity and multiplicity appear to be a common outcome in star formation. In particular, the binary fraction of massive
(OB-type) stars can be very high. In many cases, the further stellar evolution of these stars is affected by binary interactions at some
stage during their lifetime. The origin of this high binarity and the binary parameters are poorly understood because observational
constraints are scarce, which is predominantly due to a dearth of known young massive binary systems.
Aims. We aim to identify and describe massive young binary systems in order to fill in the gaps of our knowledge of primordial
binarity of massive stars, which is crucial for our understanding of massive star formation.
Methods. We observed the two massive young stellar objects (MYSOs) PDS 27 and PDS 37 at the highest spatial resolution provided
by VLTI/PIONIER in the H-band (1.3 mas). We applied geometrical models to fit the observed squared visibilities and closure phases.
In addition, we performed a radial velocity analysis using published VLT/FORS2 spectropolarimetric and VLT/X-shooter spectro-
scopic observations.
Results. Our findings suggest binary companions for both objects at 12 mas (30 au) for PDS 27 and at 22–28 mas (42–54 au) for
PDS 37. This means that they are among the closest MYSO binaries resolved to date.
Conclusions. Our data spatially resolve PDS 27 and PDS 37 for the first time, revealing two of the closest and most massive (>8 M)
YSO binary candidates to date. PDS 27 and PDS 37 are rare but great laboratories to quantitatively inform and test the theories on
formation of such systems.
Key words. stars: formation – binaries: close – techniques: interferometric – stars: individual: PDS 27 – stars: individual: PDS 37 –
stars: pre-main sequence
1. Introduction
In recent years, substantial progress has been made in the field
of high-mass star formation. The various theoretical scenar-
ios proposed for high-mass star formation suggest that mass
is accreted through a circumstellar disk (Jijina & Adams 1996;
Yorke & Sonnhalter 2002; Krumholz et al. 2009; Kuiper et al.
2010). Observational evidence for circumstellar disks has been
accumulating using a variety of methods, including AMBER
interferometry (Kraus et al. 2010), spectroscopy in the IR wave-
length regime (Wheelwright et al. 2010; Ilee et al. 2013, 2018),
and spectropolarimetry (Ababakr et al. 2015). Submillimeter
(submm) interferometric observations indicate the presence of
Keplerian disks (Ilee et al. 2016; Johnston et al. 2015), while
? Based on ESO observations 094.C-0359, 098.C-0636.
hydrodynamical simulations establish that disks are viable
agents for accretion (e.g., Rosen et al. 2016; Klassen et al. 2016;
Kuiper & Hosokawa 2018). For a review on the topic, see
Beltrán & de Wit (2016), Hartmann et al. (2016).
Although the formation of massive individual stars is becom-
ing more and more established in both theory and observations,
studies have shown that the majority of stars do not form in iso-
lation. In particular, binarity and higher-order multiplicity are
fairly well established as a common outcome of star forma-
tion. Multiple systems with separations as large as several hun-
dred astronomical units (au) are mostly predicted by numerical
simulations as a result of fragmentation processes during the
collapse phase (e.g., Krumholz et al. 2012; Myers et al. 2013),
while closer binaries (<10 au) may rather form through accretion
disk fragmentation (Meyer et al. 2018) or orbital decay during
internal (e.g., capture in competitive accretion, magnetic braking
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during accretion; Bonnell & Bate 2005; Lund & Bonnell 2018)
or external (e.g., with other stars) interactions (e.g., Bate et al.
2002). However, despite these theoretical findings, we should
note that reproducible quantitative predictions of binary prop-
erties are currently lacking. Observational studies of binaries
and multiple systems in the pre-main sequence (PMS) phase
are crucial to verify the several theories of their formation (e.g.,
Moe & Di Stefano 2017).
It has become clear that the multiplicity and binarity of OB-
type populations is very high, with a binary fraction between
50–100% (see also Chini et al. 2012; Sana et al. 2013, 2014;
GRAVITY Collaboration 2018). Although the evolution and fate
of high-mass stars is rather complex, previous studies have
shown that they are influenced to a large degree by their binary
properties (Sana et al. 2012). Consequently, the multiplicity of
high-mass stars is key to understanding their formation and evo-
lution. Our understanding on the high multiplicity rate and the
quantitative binary properties during the formation phases is still
far from complete however.
To test the several formation mechanisms of massive young
stellar object (MYSO) binaries, it is crucial to be able to
detect them during their formation. To date, only a few stud-
ies have been dedicated to the multiplicity of MYSOs. The
largest survey investigations that come closest in mass and
evolutionary phase are reported in Baines et al. (2006), who
studied the intermediate-mass Herbig Ae/Be stars and found
a binary fraction of 70% for separations 0.1–1.5 arcsec (50–
750 au at 500 pc), with an indication that the more massive Her-
big Ae/Be stars have a slightly higher binary fraction (see also
Pomohaci et al. 2019). Later, Wheelwright et al. (2010) probed
the mass ratios of this sample and found rather high mass
ratios, suggesting similar masses for both components, whereas
GRAVITY Collaboration (2018) found that the mass ratio dis-
tribution declines steeply with mass. Wheelwright et al. (2011)
showed that the orbital planes of HAe/Be binaries and the pri-
mary disks are likely to be coplanar, favoring the disk frag-
mentation theories. GRAVITY Collaboration (2018) reported
a high-mass (>16 M) binarity fraction of 100% in a sam-
ple of 16 MYSOs, yet previous studies using interferomet-
ric observations with the Astronomical Multi-BEam combineR,
AMBER, and the Jansky Very Large Array, JVLA, have revealed
only a handful of Herbig or MYSO binaries with ranging
separations of up to several hundred au and coexistence of
disks surrounding the objects (V921 Sco (45 au), NGC 7538
IRS2 (700 au), NGC 7538IRS1 (430 au), and IRAS 17216-
3801 (170 au), Kraus et al. 2012, 2006; Beuther et al. 2017;
Kraus et al. 2017).
Increasing the number of binary massive YSOs to a healthy
statistical value is crucial for our understanding of the forma-
tion of massive star systems. Here we focus on two young stellar
objects, PDS 27 and PDS 37, which appear to be excellent candi-
dates of massive YSO binaries. Ababakr et al. (2015) presented
evidence that they are early-type PMS Herbig Ae/Be stars. Both
objects show a rich emission line spectrum, and they also show a
significant near-infrared excess that is due to circumstellar dust.
The targets are both hot, 17 500± 3500 K, with an inferred spec-
tral type of B2. When combined with their high luminosities
of log(L∗/L) ∼ 4 (Ababakr et al. 2015), they are placed in a
secluded area on the Hertzsprung–Russell (HR) diagram where
very young objects lie and are characterized by masses of 12 M
(PDS 27; d = 2.55 kpc) and 11 M (PDS 37; d = 1.93 kpc)
(Gaia; Vioque et al. 2018). Both stars straddle the intermediate-
mass and optically visible Herbig Ae/Be stars class and the more
embedded, more massive YSOs. PDS 27 (G231.7986–01.9682)
and PDS 37 (G282.2988–00.7769) were included in the RMS
survey for MYSOs in the Galaxy, having passed several strin-
gent tests in order to be included in the sample of MYSOs
(Lumsden et al. 2013). Given the confusion regarding young and
more evolved objects, it is worth mentioning that PDS 37 was
included as a post-AGB star in Szczerba et al. (2007), while
Vieira et al. (2011), based on circumstellar emission, spatial dis-
tribution, spectral features and optical/infrared colours suggested
that PDS 27 could be a post-AGB object. In this study we rely on
the criteria of the Lumsden et al. (2013) survey (e.g., luminosity
and color) that consider both objects as YSOs.
In this paper we present high spatial resolution data obtained
with the PIONIER1 at the Very Large Telescope (VLTI) in the
H band, and show good evidence that both objects are in fact
binary systems. We find close separations (30 au < α < 45 au)
at the reported distances, which correspond to the separation
of an observed massive YSO binary at the smallest scales that
have been spatially resolved so far (together with V921 Sco). In
Sect. 2 we present our observations and data reduction. Section 3
presents the geometrical models and results, and we conclude
with a discussion of the results in Sect. 4.
2. Observations
Interferometry. The near-infrared interferometric observations
of PDS 27 and PDS 37 were obtained with PIONIER
(Le Bouquin et al. 2011), an H-band (1.66 µm) four-beam com-
biner, at the VLTI using the four 8.2 m Unit Telescopes (UT).
The interferometric observables are thus simultaneously mea-
sured on six baselines and closure phases for three independent
triangles. Two observations were made for PDS 27 during the
nights of 2015 March 2 and 3. Only two closure phases are avail-
able for the first night of PDS 27. The data of PDS 37 were taken
on the night of 2015 March 3. The spectral capabilities were
limited to one spectral channel (λ/∆λ ∼ 5, bandwidth∼0.3 µm)
across the H band. The projected baseline lengths, B, ranging
from ∼40 to 130 m, correspond to a resolution range of ∼4.2–
1.3 mas, respectively, at the wavelength of 1.66 µm (λ/2B in
rad). This subsequently corresponds to structures of ∼3.3–11 au
for PDS 27 and ∼2.5–8 au for PDS 37 at the distances of the
sources. The uv-plane coverages of the two objects are shown
in Fig. A.1. PIONIER uses single-mode fibers, therefore the
field of view corresponds to the point spread function (PSF)
of the telescope delivered at the fiber injection point, which is
∼50 mas for the UTs in the H band. The seeing during the first
observing night varied between 0.78′′ and 0.94′′ and coherence
times ranged between 6 ms and 7.4 ms. For the second observ-
ing night, the conditions were slightly worse, with corresponding
values of seeing at 0.82–1′′ and coherence times of 4.2–5.3 ms.
HIP 35943 and HIP 50026 with H magnitudes of 7 and 7.9 and
limb-darkened diameters of 0.25 mas and 0.08 mas, respectively
(JMMC SearchCal; Bonneau et al. 2011), were used as standard
calibrator objects for PDS 27 and PDS 37, respectively, within
a radius of 80′ of the science objects and under relatively stable
weather conditions.
The data were reduced using the automated PIONIER
pipeline, which was developed by Le Bouquin (PNDRS2;
Le Bouquin et al. 2011). Our interferometric observables consist
of the squared visibilities (V2; power spectrum) and the closure
phases (bispectrum). The observables as a function of baseline
length at the wavelength of 1.66 µm toward PDS 27 and PDS 37,
1 Precision Integrated-Optics Near-infrared Imaging ExpeRiment.
2 http://www.jmmc.fr/data_processing_pionier.htm
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together with the technical overview of the observations, are pre-
sented in Table A.1.
Spectroscopy. We used the spectral information of PDS 27
and PDS 37 provided by the medium-resolution spectrograph
X-shooter on the VLT and FORS2 on the VLT, presented in
Ababakr et al. (2015) and in a forthcoming paper by Oudmaijer
et al. Interestingly, the Fe II and Ca II emission lines revealed a
velocity variation of 18±8 km s−1 in a period of about two years,
while the more recent X-shooter observations of the object show
no velocity offset in a total period of about seven years compared
with the former X-shooter observations taken in two different
epochs. We performed a radial velocity analysis and present esti-
mates at four different epochs in Sect. 3.3.
3. Analysis and results
3.1. Observational results
The calibrated observed squared visibility for both objects, even
at the smallest baseline, is not equal to one, indicating that either
the objects are not point sources but extended, or that they are
a member of a binary system at the resolution of our data. In
addition, the squared visibility does not systematically decrease
with baseline length but fluctuates strongly (see results in Figs. 1
and 2). This could suggest that the objects are surrounded by
elongated structures (e.g., a flattened ring) and/or that they are
binaries (see Sect. 3.2). The observed tapering in visibilities may
be affected by bandwidth smearing, especially toward the longer
baselines, mimicking resolved components (see Appendix C).
Both objects are characterized by near-zero observed closure
phases. In particular, PDS 37 shows large uncertainties in the
closure phases, but PDS 27 has a non-zero closure phase at a
2.5σ level. For an equal-brightness binary of two point sources,
as for any point-symmetric brightness distribution, one expects
closure phases of 0◦ or 180◦. We observed closure phases close
to 0◦ but not 180◦. For strongly unequal brightness binaries, the
closure phase in radians is roughly on the same order of magni-
tude as the flux ratio (Monnier 2003), indicating the amount of
the asymmetry. The observed closure phases suggest that the two
objects are not entirely equal but are not very high-contrast bina-
ries either, with PDS 27 showing a higher asymmetry in bright-
ness than PDS 37. The closure phases are generally sensitive to
the PA of the binary, the separation, and the brightness ratio of
the binary components. The situation can be even more complex
in case of a resolved binary in which one or both components
are also resolved but are characterized by different sizes (see,
e.g., Kraus et al. 2017).
3.2. Geometrical models
To fit the observed visibilities and closure phases of PDS 27
and PDS 37, we used the model fitting software LITpro3
(Tallon-Bosc et al. 2008). The parameterization, optimization
process including error estimates, and the progression on fitting
the visibilities from simple single geometries to binary models
for the two objects are described in Appendix B. The simpler
models (e.g., single symmetric geometries) provide us with a
poor fit and very large χ2(>100). Therefore we proceeded with
the more complex geometries described below.
PDS 37. We constructed several binary models to fit both
visibilities and closure phases (Fig. 1). The best-fit models are a)
3 LITpro is developed and maintained by the Jean-Marie Mariotti Cen-
ter (JMMC) http://www.jmmc.fr/litpro.
a binary with a ring surrounding the primary and an unresolved
companion ( χ2 ∼ 10), b) a binary with two resolved compo-
nents showing asymmetric flux toward its primary ( χ2 ∼ 6),
and c) a binary with two resolved components (uniform disks;
( χ2 ∼ 10)). The resulting parameters are presented in Table 1.
We find that the separation is reasonably constrained to be ∼22–
28 mas (42–54 au) for PA of 80◦, 260◦, and 305◦. However,
the flux ratios are highly uncertain, and although their values
decrease with separation, we cannot make robust conclusions on
this effect because the models are not the same (Appendix B.1).
The different values of PA for the different models reflect the
uncertainty on the exact position of the secondary object (i.e.,
presence of more than one antisymmetric minimum).
Although we cannot clearly distinguish the best solution
among our models and remove several ambiguities, we have a
good indication that PDS 37 consists of at least two probably
resolved components with a separation of 42–54 au.
PDS 27. For this object, a similar procedure was followed
as for PDS 37. In Fig. 2 we present two different models that
provide a good fit for both visibilities and closure phases: a)
a flattened ring surrounding a central object ( χ2 ∼ 10) and
b) a binary with two resolved components (χ2 ∼ 12). In the
case of the flattened ring, the best-fit results in a flux ratio of 1
(ring over central object), an inner diameter of 2.6 mas, and a PA
(minor axis) of 12.6◦. In the case of a binary with two resolved
components, the best-fit results in a flux ratio of 0.2± 0.2 (sec-
ondary/primary), a primary disk size of 5.4 mas, and a secondary
disk size of 3 mas. The secondary companion is located at a sep-
aration of ∼12 mas (PA ∼ 200◦), which corresponds to 30 au at
the distance of PDS 27. The resulting parameters of the two mod-
els with their errors are presented in Table 1. The uncertainties of
flux ratios and exact positions of the secondary in our models are
high. In particular, the position of the secondary shows several
local minima that make the solution less robust.
The interferometric results in combination with the radial
velocity analysis in Sect. 3.3 favor the scenario that PDS 27 is
likely a binary system, with probably two resolved disks. The
interferometric models alone cannot exclude the flattened-ring
scenario (similar best fit χ2). For a better characterization of the
system, more interferometric data are required.
3.3. Radial velocity analysis
For PDS 27 we used the radial velocity measurements at four
different epochs, and we proceed with the analysis of a single-
lined spectroscopic binary. To do so, we used the rvfit code
(Iglesias-Marzoa et al. 2015), assuming a fixed eccentricity of
0 and an inclination i = 90◦ (edge-on). Since the actual incli-
nation of the system is unknown, the radial velocities and the
derived masses for i = 90◦ provide a lower bound on the actual
parameters of the system. In our approach the period and time
of periastron passage of the system were set as free parameters
at all times, while the systemic velocity and the amplitude of
the radial velocity were set free only one at a time during fine-
tuning so that the number of free parameters exceeds the num-
ber of data points. During the fitting process we found a range
of mass functions: 0.8 M–1.7 M corresponding to 6.7 M–
8.7 M for the secondary object, periods of 5.5–12 yr, and sep-
arations (α = α1 Mtot/M2) of 9–15 au. For these calculations
we assumed that the observed velocity shifts correspond to the
brightest, more massive object (M1 = 12 M). The modeled sep-
aration is smaller by at least a factor of 2 than the separation we
derived from the interferometry (30 au), but the two values are
on the same order of magnitude, giving a good estimate of the
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Fig. 1. Three different geometrical models compared with the observed visibilities (V2) and closure phases of PDS 37. The black points with
vertical error bars are the observed data, and the blue triangles correspond to a representative best-fit model (a). The best-fit models correspond to
(panel a) a binary with a ring surrounding the primary (Red. χ2 ∼10), (panel b) a binary with both companions resolved and some asymmetric
flux toward its primary (Red. χ2 ∼6), and (panel c) a binary model with both companions resolved (Red. χ2 = 10).
Table 1. Parameters of the models for PDS 37 and PDS 27.
Model Flux weight 1 Flux w. 2 Flux w. ring Inner diameter Width PA (minor axis) Flatten ratio x2 y2
ring mas mas degrees mas mas
PDS 37 (a) 0.5± 0.4 0.06± 0.05 0.44± 0.34 7.7± 0.3 0.78± 0.25 14.0± 1.4 5± 1 −17.2± 0.3 24.3± 0.4
PDS 27 (a) 0.5± 0.4 0.5± 0.4 2.6± 0.4 4.7± 0.2 12.6± 1.2 8± 5 0 0
Model Flux w. disk 1 Flux w. 1 Flux w. disk 2 Flux w. 2 Diameter 1 Diameter 2 x1 y1 x2 y2
disk mas mas mas mas mas mas
PDS 37 (b) 0.2± 0.1 0.001+0.054−0.001 0.28± 0.15 0.5± 0.3 1.9± 0.2 5± 0.3 −25.8± 0.2 y2 =−2.0± 0.3 −22.7± 0.1 −3.4± 0.1
PDS 27 (b) 0.33± 0.3 0.49± 0.44 0.18± 0.16 0 5.4± 0.3 3.0± 0.3 0 0 −4.0± 0.2 −11.5± 0.3
PDS 37 (c) 0.22± 0.18 0.35± 0.28 0.11± 0.11 0.32± 0.25 1.9± 0.2 5± 0.3 22.8± 0.1 3.4± 0.1 22.8± 0.1 3.4± 0.1
Notes. For PDS 37 the reduced χ2[d.o.f.] (degrees of freedom) for the best-fit models a, b, and c are 10[11], 16[10], and 10[10], respectively, while
for PDS 27, the corresponing values for the best-fit models a and b are 10[12] and 12[11], respectively. Both visibilities and closure phases were
taken into account.
actual separation of the binary. Based on the consistency of the
independent datasets, we conclude that it is most likely that PDS
27 is a close MYSO binary. In the case of PDS 37, no spectro-
scopic velocity offset was observed in a period of two years, and
therefore we did not perform a similar analysis.
4. Discussion
Overall, the interferometric results indicate a binary nature of
the two objects. In particular, the observed oscillations in the
visibility and the observed non-zero closure phase, especially
toward PDS 37, point toward asymmetries and geometries that
can best be explained when a binary source is assumed. The
scenario of an asymmetric disk or ring in H band would need
it to be extremely azimuthally modulated to reproduce the
high-contrast visibilities we observe. No such required degree
of modulation is observed in HAeBes with PIONIER (see, e.g.,
Lazareff et al. 2017). In addition, although our interferometric
results point more toward the binary nature of PDS 37, pre-
vious spectroscopic and spectropolarimetric results (Ilee et al.
2013; Ababakr et al. 2015) indicated a flattened active circum-
stellar disk seen close to edge-on. Our results on PDS 27 are
supported by previous spectroscopic velocity measurements. It
appears that the binary model provides the best fit, showing sig-
natures of extended emission that need further investigation (see
Appendix C). Our data cannot constrain all the fitting param-
eters because there are degeneracies. We find two out of two
objects (100%, in agreement with Pomohaci et al. 2019) to be
binaries with small separations (30 au for PDS 27; 42–54 au for
PDS 37).
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Fig. 2. Best-fit geometrical models (panel a) flattened ring (Red. χ2 ∼ 10) and (panel b) binary (Red. χ2 ∼ 12)) compared with the observed
visibilities (V2) and closure phases of PDS 27. The black points with vertical error bars are the observed data, and the blue triangles correspond to
a representative best-fit model. The two models show a similar fit, and therefore we show model b as a representative fit.
Assuming that the extended H-band emission is due to hot
dust, the angular sizes can be estimated. The PIONIER wave-
length range (1.533 µm–1.772 µm) is sensitive to thermal radi-
ation of the dust in the temperature range 1500–2000 K. The
angular distance of the dust from the star can then be estimated
using d = R?2
T?2
T 2d
, where d is the distance of the dust from the
star, R? and T? are the radius and temperature of the star, and Td
is the dust temperature. The stellar radii of PDS 37 and PDS 27
are ∼13R and ∼11.7R , respectively (Vioque et al. 2018),
while their temperature is ∼17 500 K (Ababakr et al. 2015). For
a dust temperature of 1500 K (graphite grains), an angular dust
sublimation radius of ∼3.2 au (1.7 mas at 1.93 kpc) is estimated
for PDS 37 and ∼3.8 au (1.5 mas at 2.55 kpc) for PDS 27. The
maximum achieved angular resolution with PIONIER (1.3 mas)
at the measured distance of our objects is ∼3.3 au and 2.5 au for
PDS 27 and PDS 37, respectively, which would correspond to
the very inner parts of the circumstellar disk or ring. In the case
of PDS 27, the best-fit ring model resulted in an inner radius of
1.3± 0.2 mas, which is in agreement with the dust sublimation
radius of the object (1.5 mas). In the case of PDS 37, the best-fit
ring model resulted in an inner radius of 3.8± 0.2 mas, which is
larger by a factor of 2 than the dust sublimation radius (1.7 mas).
This difference could be explained with the presence of a par-
ticularly small dust-grain population, by inhomogeneities of the
circumstellar environment, gaps or holes in the inner regions of
the disks as part of evolution, or that the inferred temperature
has been underestimated. We conclude that our ring models are
consistent with the expected dust sublimation radius, and that
the instrument resolution allows us to trace these inner regions,
which are excavated of dust.
In the case of PDS 27, the secondary central object is absent
and the flux of the secondary disk is only 22% (±20%) of the
flux of the primary. Therefore, the secondary object is a deeply
embedded lower-mass companion. This fact in combination with
the small separation of ∼30± 17 au and a predicted period of
∼10 yr places PDS 27 among the very few observed candidates to
directly test the theories of young binary formation through accre-
tion disk fragmentation (Meyer et al. 2018). Our finding might
support the theoretical predictions of the disk fragmentation chan-
nel as a possible mechanism for the formation of close MYSO
binaries (<10 au), having a high-mass and an accreting low-mass
component. Such systems are expected to be the progenitors of
the short-period (<10 d) massive spectroscopic binaries.
Future interferometric observations (e.g., VLTI) of PDS 27
and PDS 37 will provide a more complete uv-plane, which is
necessary for the better characterization of the systems. The
additional data will make it possible to constrain the circum-
stellar and circumbinary environment of the two components of
the system and test the coplanarity of circumbinary disks around
close binaries, evidence that might provide a further test for the
disk fragmentation origin of such systems (Duchêne 2015).
5. Summary and conclusions
We reported the discovery of two massive (M > 8 M) YSO
binaries at very close separations. Our main findings are listed
below.
– The PIONIER data are consistent with both PDS 27 and
PDS 37 being MYSO binaries. The binary nature of PDS
27 is also supported by spectroscopic observations. The
observed velocity offsets in multiple epoch VLSR suggest a
binary system with a period of ∼10 yr.
– We find small component separations of 42–54 au towards
PDS 37 and 30 au towards PDS 27. The closest separation of
MYSO binaries that were spatially resolved so far is 30 au.
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Appendix A: Technical overview
Table A.1. Technical overview of the PIONIER observations of PDS 27
and PDS 37 over two nights in March 2015.
Source MJD Baseline τcoh Seeing V2 Closure Phase
(m) (ms) (arcsec) (◦)
PDS 27 57083.13889 44.0 6.7 0.83 0.35± 0.02
45.2 0.48± 0.02
55.3 0.50± 0.03
56.1 0.55± 0.02
98.7 0.19± 0.01 −2.4± 0.9
100.4 0.32± 0.02 −0.9± 1.8
57084.13284 45.3 5 0.93 0.27± 0.01
55.7 0.09± 0.01
56.1 0.48± 0.01
80.3 0.32± 0.02 0.7± 2.9
100.7 0.16± 0.01 −5.6± 2.1
121.4 0.22± 0.02 −4.4± 2.0/
4.7± 1.9
PDS 37 57084.18331 42.0 4.7 0.86 0.24± 0.01
43.3 0.58± 0.01
49.1 0.54± 0.01
50.4 0.70± 0.02
60.5 0.3± 0.01
61.8 0.09± 0.01
88.9 0.38± 0.02 0.2± 2.0
89.5 0.53± 0.01 0.4± 0.6
90.3 0.14± 0.01 −1.0± 2.5
93.0 0.56± 0.03 −1.0± 3
124.4 0.32± 0.01 4.0± 3.1/
−0.7± 2.8
127.4 0.45± 0.01 −0.3± 2.4/
1.5± 1.8
Notes. The closure phases are the product of three baselines, and we
report them at the highest spatial frequency (longest baseline of the
triplet).
Appendix B: Fitting simple geometries
The code LITpro computes modeled interferometric data for a
given set of parameters and allows fitting the observed parame-
ters by iteratively minimizing the residuals (difference between
simulated and observed data). Because the interferometric mod-
els are not linear functions of the parameters, the parameter
space is generally characterized by several local minima of χ2
for each of the parameters, and therefore finding a global solu-
tion is the main difficulty of the minimization process. Setting
initial values of the fitting parameters and trying out different ini-
tial sets are both important parts of the fitting process. Follow-
ing the optimization of a non-convex inverse problem, LITpro
provides final chi-squares and error estimates on the estimated
parameters that can be used to assess the quality of the fit. To
minimize the risk of becoming trapped in a local minimum, we
applied different initial “seeds” in the fitting engine of LITpro.
The code LITpro offers a set of elementary geometric models
(e.g., point source, Gaussian, disk, and ring), and the user has
the flexibility to develop a more complex model by combining a
subset of these. For instance, to model a binary of two unresolved
stars, two point sources (Dirac functions) are used.
B.1. PDS 37
To begin with, we first considered a uniform disk model for a
single object. The flux ratio between the central object and the
disk and the size of the disk were set as free parameters. The
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Fig. A.1. PIONIER uv-coverage for PDS 37 (left panel) and PDS 27
(right panel).
best fit is shown in the top panel of Fig. B.1, and it shows a
poor agreement between the observed visibilities and the model
( χ2 ∼ 140).
Second, we considered fitting the data with a point source
binary model without a circumstellar environment. In this case
the primary object was set at a fixed central position, while the
position of the secondary and the flux ratio of the two objects
were set as free parameters. The best fit is shown in the middle
panel of Fig. B.1 and shows an unsatisfactory agreement with
the observed data ( χ2 ∼ 220). However, in this case, the general
shape of the measured visibility is in reasonable agreement with
the observed visibility because both show fluctuations. These
two models give a good indication that PDS 37 is likely a binary
system in which one or both objects are resolved.
Finally, we considered a binary system with one resolved
component by adding a disk structure surrounding one object.
The added complication of this situation is the large number of
variables. For simplicity, we considered two stars (point sources)
with a disk, and we fixed the position of one object and the disk
at the origin and allowed the position of the second object to
be fitted by the algorithm. The flux ratio (star+disk/star) and the
size of the disk were also set as free parameters. This will give
two possible results depending on the position of the secondary
object and the diameter of the disk. The two possible results are
a binary system with a circumstellar disk around both compo-
nents or a disk around one object and a point source companion.
The result for a binary and a disk around one object is shown in
the top right panel of Fig. B.1. The figure shows that the model is
able to better fit the visibility with a χ2 ∼ of 7.6 than the previous
two models.
After we determined the best fit of the visibilities, we pro-
ceeded with our fitting process by including the observed clo-
sure phases. Figure B.1 shows that although the last model
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Fig. B.1. Top panel: three different models are compared with the observed visibility of PDS 37. The black circles with vertical error bars are
the observed data, while the solid black triangles represent the best visibility fit. The best-fit models correspond to i) a uniform disk (left panel;
χ2 = 140), ii) a point source binary (middle panel; χ2 = 220), and iii) a binary model with a resolved component (right panel; χ2 = 7.6). Bottom
panel: same as for PDS 37, but for PDS 27. Two different models are compared with the observed visibility of PDS 27, i) a uniform disk model
(left panel; χ2 = 90) and ii) resolved binary model (right panel; χ2 = 16). For the best visibility fit we also show the predicted vs. observed closure
phases at the maximum of their spatial frequency. The observed closure phases disagree with the models.
provides a good fit for the visibilities, it fails to predict the
observed closure phases. We were able to fit both visibilities
and closure phases of PDS 37 when we adopted a binary with
a) one resolved ring component, b) a binary with two resolved
components (disks) and some asymmetric flux, or c) a binary
with two resolved components (disks). These were our best-
fit models, and they are presented in Sect. 3.2 as models a, b,
and c. In model a, we chose to build a geometric model using
a ring surrounding the primary instead of a disk. During the
initial fitting process, i) the position of the secondary object,
ii) the flux ratio (ring+primary/secondary), iii) the geometric
characteristics of the ring (i.e. PA, size, flattened ratio) were
all let as free parameters. In model b) i) the flux ratios (pri-
mary+disk/secondary+disk), ii) the position of the secondary
(both disk and point source), and iii) the size of the two disks
were set as free parameters. The difference between models b
and c is that in model c the position of the secondary object was
fixed to be in the center of the secondary disk. For these three
more complex models, one group of parameters (i.e., i, ii, and
iii) was fixed one at a time after a first estimate of the parameters
was achieved, and the other two groups were fit as a part of the
fine-tuning process following an alternating sequence.
The best fit binary models for PDS 37 resulted in a range
of flux ratios and separations. Figure B.2 presents the resulting
flux ratios (secondary/primary) versus the separation of the two
companions. We find that while the separation is reasonably con-
strained to be ∼22–28 mas (42–54 au) for PA of 80◦, 260◦ and
305◦, the flux ratios are highly uncertain and appear to decrease
with increasing separation.
B.2. PDS 27
The same procedure as for PDS 27 was followed as for PDS
37. The results of a disk model and a binary model with one
resolved companion are presented in Fig. B.1; the left plot shows
the disk model, and the right plot shows the binary model with
one resolved object. The figure shows a poor agreement between
the observed visibility and the disk model.
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Table B.1. Parameters of the initial fit models tested for PDS 27 and PDS 37.
Model Flux weight 1 Flux weight disk Disk size x2 y2 Red. χ2[d.o.f.]∗
Uniform disk mas mas mas
PDS 37 0.6+1.1−0.6 0.4
+0.8
−0.4 7.3± 1.0 0 (fixed) 0 (fixed) 140 [9]
PDS 27 0.5+0.9−0.5 0.5
+0.9
−0.5 6.4± 0.5 0 (fixed) 0 (fixed) 90 [9]
Model Flux weight 1 Flux weight 2 x2 y2 Red. χ2/d.o.f.
Binary (point sources) mas mas
PDS 37 0.5+0.5−0.5 0.5
+0.5
−0.5 14.1± 0.2 0.8± 0.4 220 [8]
PDS 27 0.5+0.5−0.5 0.5
+0.5
−0.5 7.0± 1.2 −4.4± 0.9 300 [8]
Model Flux weight 1 Flux weight 2 Flux weight disk Disk size x2 y2 Red. χ2/d.o.f.
Binary (resolved source) mas mas mas
PDS 37 0.535+0.578−0.535 0.135
+0.151
−0.135 0.33
+0.36
−0.33 4.6± 0.5 −22.5± 0.2 y2 =−3.8± 0.3 7.6 [6]
PDS 27 0.48+0.56−0.48 0.02
+0.03
−0.02 0.5
+0.58
−0.5 3.9± 0.2 3.7± 0.2 −1.3± 0.2 16 [6]
Notes. (∗)d.o.f. stands for Degrees of Freedom. The reported reduced χ2 is the result of the fitting process when only visibilities are taken into
account.
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Fig. B.2. Separations and flux ratios of PDS 37 when modelled as
binary. The best fit binary models (a, b, c) are presented in Fig. 1. All
binary models indicate separations of ∼22–28 mas which correspond to
42–54 au at the distance of the source. The flux ratios are character-
ized by a large uncertainty but we observe decreasing flux ratios with
increasing separations.
In contrast, the binary model provides a good fit to the
observed visibility for the individual data. The position of the
companion is found to be at ∼10 au separation at the distance
of PDS 27. The best fit also indicates a disk of a diameter of
3.9± 0.2 mas around the primary object. The flux ratio has a
large uncertainty that is comparable to the value itself, but it
appears that star/disk flux ratio is around 4%, indicating that the
resolved object is deeply embedded in its disk environment. The
reduced χ2 map of the position of the companion shows several
local minima with the minimum to be χ2 ∼ 16. This is a degener-
ate problem where several combinations of x and y lead to a good
fit. Therefore, the available data are not sufficient to constrain all
the parameters, and the observed degeneracy can be broken by
obtaining more data. Figure B.1 also shows that similar to PDS
37, the model fails to predict the observed closure phases, and
therefore a more detailed model is required. A summary of the
fitting progression is presented in Table. B.1.
The models that provide good fits for both visibilities and
closure phases and are presented in Sect. 3.2. For PDS 27
the presence of a companion is not necessary when we fit the
observables with a) one resolved ring, while b) a binary with
two resolved components (disks) was the best solution when
we treated a binary geometry. In model a, we considered a
model where the nature of a resolved object was a ring instead
of a disk. During the initial fitting process, i) the flux ratio
(ring/star) and ii) the geometric characteristics of the ring (i.e.,
PA, size, and flattened ratio) were all set as free parameters.
In model b), i) the flux ratios (primary+disk/secondary+disk),
ii) the position of the secondary, and iii) the size of the two
disks were set as free parameters. As in PDS 37, after the
first estimate of the parameters, one group (i.e., i, ii, and iii)
was fixed, and the other two groups were fit in an alternating
sequence.
Appendix C: Bandwidth smearing
In interferometric data of low spectral resolution (R < 50), the
bandwidth smearing effects can influence the measured interfer-
ometric observables. In particular, the observed visibilities may
show a tapering of the peak-to-peak amplitude (see Fig. 3 by
Lachaume & Berger 2013) mimicking the signature of resolved
emission, even when the emission is in fact unresolved. For clo-
sure phases, the group-delay tracking errors are the main source
of smearing bias and do not concern single spectral channel
observations like those presented in this study. In binaries, a
significant bandwidth smearing will likely affect the measured
flux ratio, and it may mimic the spatial extension of the compo-
nent(s). Therefore it is important to investigate its significance in
our dataset and modeled geometries.
As presented in Davis et al. (2000), bandwidth smearing is
negligible under the condition β = piBθ/Rλ  1, where θ is
the angular distance from the central object, B is the projected
baseline, R is the spectral resolution, and λ is the wavelength.
We find that for our PIONIER dataset, the effects of bandwidth
smearing can become significant at baselines B > 90 m and
binary separations greater than 8 mas. In particular, following
the method described in Kraus et al. (2005), we find that at the
longest projected baseline B = 120 m, the visibilities of PDS
27 (α = 12 mas) and PDS 37 (α = 23 mas) could be arti-
ficially lowered by a factor of 0.79 and 0.35, respectively. It
appears that the observed modulation in the visibility profile at
baselines <90 m is due to the binary nature of the sources, but
the observed drop in the visibility at B > 90 m is significantly
affected by bandwidth smearing effects. Therefore our result-
ing flux ratios and the extension of the binary component(s)
suffer from this additional uncertainty. Fitting only the subset
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of the data where the bandwidth smearing should be negligible
(e.g., UT1-UT2 and UT2-UT3) would be a good way to con-
firm the resulting parameters of our models. This would reduce
the total amount of our data by half, resulting in 0 degrees
of freedom in our models, which would make it impossible to
proceed.
In conclusion, the binary nature of the objects, which is the
main finding of this paper, is not affected by the bandwidth smear-
ing. Infuturework,where thefocuswillbeontheaccuratedetermi-
nationof thefluxratiosand theextensionof thebinarycomponents
by obtaining more interferometric data, the smearing effects will
be treated more carefully (e.g., Lachaume & Berger 2013).
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